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Thank you Crazy Readers!
What incredibly unusual places you have found to escape away with a good book!
Dale read his Beano comic on top of a hill overlooking views of London, Aiza
reads whilst keeping fit on her exercise bike and Ana, Ibra and Eric found the
perfect cupboard reading hideyholes! Muslimah, Afnan and Mariam know how to
read in peace- don’t they look comfy! Can you spot Taylor hiding with his book
amongst some plants? Sufyan and Rishad found the bathroom a perfect reading
spot whereas Eakam prefers the kitchen! Maja, Hibba and Katrin were caught
reading under tables, Noa reads on the train and Mrs Marais and Freddie are not
the only ones who like reading upside down!
Can you spot who else does?

News
Year 1 have enjoyed taking part in a weekly carousel of reading activities including phonics games
that have helped them to improve in their reading and writing. Mustafa in 1B / ARP is really
enjoying reading and loves changing his book every week. He has started to read all the signs and
displays around the school! He also helps Miss Y read stories during story time. In Year 2 is
Nylah and Ayan have both moved up bands because of their amazing reading skills and their ability
to read with expression. KS2 been sharing some great books. For example, 3A are really enjoying
Grandpa’s Great escape by David Walliams and 4A have been reading Antony Browne books at the
end day and say he is one of their favourite authors! Year 5 are loving reading Prometheus and Year
6 have enjoyed Once, by Morris Gleitzman which linked to their WW2 theme in history.

The Book of Hopes: Words and Pictures to Comfort, Inspire and
Entertain Children
Completely free for everyone to read online, this extraordinary collection of short stories, poems, essays and
pictures has contributions from more than 110 children’s writers and illustrators, including Lauren Child,
Anthony Horowitz, Greg James and Chris Smith, Michael Morpurgo, Liz Pichon, Axel Scheffler, Francesca Simon
and Jacqueline Wilson.
The collection, published by Bloomsbury, is dedicated to the doctors, nurses, carers, porters, cleaners and
everyone working in hospitals.
Read it for free here: https://issuu.com/bloomsburypublishing/docs/thebookofhopes_interactivepdf/42

October is Black History Month…
Here are two beautiful books which explore this
important subject. The Undefeated shares the
brave stories of some of the world’s celebrated
black heroes.
The Spots and Dots: The Spots live on one side
of the hill. The Dots live on the other.
Both are fearful and suspicious of
the other, but are they really all
that different? When a young Spot
and a young Dot meet at the top
of the hill, they are about to find
out...

Halloween Puzzle
Here’s a spooky puzzle for you complete.
Unscramble the mixed-up letters to find the
secret words. Then use the letters in the grey
boxes to work out the answer to the question

Shelfies
For our next edition we want to see pictures of your bookshelves!
Send us a photo of your shelved book collection or you can draw a
picture of a shelf with all of your favourite books stacked side by
side!
Send your photos or drawings through your class dojo titled
“Shelfie for Miss Hodges”. We can’t wait to see them!

